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The two arms of parenting: 
Empathy & Authority

The Empathy arm:

• Promotes deep relationships. 

• Helps build emotional intelligence and insight. 

• Fosters cooperation.

• Builds self-esteem.

• Invites joint problem-solving and helps develop good judgment.

The Authority arm:

• Promotes self-control.

• Fosters respect.

• Promotes responsibility and accountability.

• Decreases dependence.

• Helps develop social skills

It’s the combination of Empathy and Authority that create the complete 
parenting approach. 

Empathy

What exactly is it?

• The ability to shift perspective and put yourself in someone else’s shoes.

• Also called ‘theory of mind.’ Part concept + part experience.

Why is it so important?

• Basis of relationships. Contributes to emotional connection, which is the 
foundation for cooperation (vs. compliance from fear). 

• Promotes neural integration of language, emotion, and cognitive centers.



How is it learned?

• Only by receiving it from others. Have to get it before you can give it away.

How to exercise this arm of parenting.

• Inquire about your child ’s feelings. Notice your child ’s emotional signs (behavior, 
facial expressions, situations).

• Narrate or describe what you think they might be feeling.

• Validate their feelings (not necessarily their behavior).

• Explore the ‘why’. Why you’re saying ‘no’. Why you don’t like their behavior.

• Help them think about ‘why’ they made the choice they did.

• Model flexibility and compromise.

Authority

What is it?

• The guidance we provide and the respect we demand.

Why is it important?

• Our primary job is to get our kids ready to function well in the world.

• Their brains are not developed enough to handle judgment, see the big picture, and delay gratification.

How to exercise this arm of parenting.

• Set clear rules and enforce them.

• Enforce boundaries (personal space, items, airspace).

• Be consistent.

• Have family jobs.

• Require interpersonal respect.

• Require good manners and complete communication.

• Require repair after conflict.

• Use motivators (rewards & consequences) to encourage cooperation. 

• Use reward charts to identify, track & reward goals. 

• Have family meetings. 

Using Empathy and Authority 
together

How would you respond to “I hate you!” 

Tips for dealing with behavior challenges:

• Start with Empathy. “I can see you’re having a hard time right now. Can you 
tell me how you’re feeling?” —language balances emotion. 

• Invite cooperation and joint problem-solving.

• If that doesn’t work, move to more Authority.



• Ignore and write it off. 

• Or assert Authority with clear direction.

• Keep commands simple and give choices.

• Know when your child is flooded. 

• If flooded, ride it out and return for learning later. 

Remember: the lesson doesn’t have to happen 

right now. 

Preview and Review
Great ways to practice balanced parenting

• Learn to anticipate which situations are most difficult for your child to 
handle. Then Preview, or make a plan for good choices before you enter 
that situation.

• Anticipate frustrations and feelings

• Anticipate high energy
• Anticipate social dilemmas

• Make choices clear

• Plan for check-ins

• Outline natural consequences

• Plan for rewards, if needed

• Review situations (after everyone calms down) that don’t go 
well so that your child can learn as much as they can from the 
incident. The Review includes the following questions:

1.  Remember when…? Help your child recall the situation.

2.  What were you feeling? Validate, or let them know you 
understand their feelings.

3.  What did you do with that feeling? (i.e. hit, scream, run away, 
etc.). 

4.  Was that the best way to express that feeling? (Help them self-
evaluate).

5.  How could you express that feeling in a better way? (e.g. tell 
the person how you feel, take a break & count to 10, walk away, 
get help from an adult, etc.).

6.  What will you do next time? Have the child plan for the 
emotional/behavioral choices they will make next time they are 
in this kind of situation. Can role play.

7.  Repair (Have your child apologize, make amends etc., if 
necessary).

8.  Discuss consequences. (Make sure to reduce consequences if 
your child has put good effort into participating in the Review).

9. Now that the learning has taken place, help your child decide to 
let the incident go and move on.



More help…

Check out 

betterbehaviorblog.com

• for parenting articles & 
reward chart templates
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